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Power metal titans GLORYHAMMER are back with a vengeance as the mighty warriors Return to

the Kingdom of Fife!

In the not-so-distant Kingdom of Fife, there lies a band like no other. GLORYHAMMER embodies the

very essence of power metal and epic fantasy, with a sound so majestic and grandiose that it could

only be the work of the gods themselves. Led by the manifestation of extreme trumpet-chaos in

battle-mode, GLORYHAMMER has been waging a never-ending fight against the forces of Zargothrax

since their formation in 2010. With their soaring hyper-melodies, multitudinous orchestra-explosions

and thunderous nano-guitar riffs, they have become the undisputed champions of the power metal

scene, drawing in legions of fans from across the galaxy with their epic tales of intergalactic warfare,

cosmic sorcery, and heroic deeds. It has been four years since the band’s last release, but the wait is

finally over for another massive onslaught of power metal greatness. Set to be released via Napalm

Records on June 2, 2023, Return to the Kingdom of Fife is to be the warriors’ best output yet!

With the journey back to Fife, Return to the Kingdom of Fife starts with trumpeting horns to lead

them into battle, before jumping straight into “Holy Flaming Hammer of the Unholy Cosmic Frost”,

telling the tale of reclaiming the lost Kingdom with the use of the mighty and majestic Holy Flaming

Hammer. But the evil wizard has laid waste all over the Kingdom after the devastating war of Dundee,

molding the nuclear wasteland of “Imperium Dundaxia”. Crossing through the diseased Kingdom, the

mighty Hootsman and his warriors ride on nuclear motorbikes as the “Wasteland Warrior Hoots

Patrol” fights goblins and controls the law of the land. The Grandmaster Proletius leads his “Brothers

of Crail” to fight together and defeat the evil wizard Zargothrax. Rising to the occasion, the brave

prince Angus McFife, brings together warriors from across the land to fight in the name of “Fife

Eternal”! Onwards on their journey, the mighty heroes must cross through the Dwarven Caverns and

defeat the “Sword Lord of the Goblin Horde” to ignite the path to retrieve the legendary weapon

known as the Vorpal Laserblaster of the Pittenweem”...but our heroes are too late, for the weapon

has been stolen by a great force of evil! The great journey comes to its climax as the evil sorcerer and

master of nightmares, Zagothrax, wields ungodly power as the “Keeper of the Celestial Flame of

Abernethy”, and the group of mighty warriors come together in one final attempt vanquish the evil

double wizards from the Kingdom of Fife in “Maleficus Geminus (Colossus Matrix 38B – Ultimate

Invocation of the Binary Thaumaturge)”. This is an album for the ages - power metal shines brighter

than ever on the thrilling and action-packed Return to the Kingdom of Fife!


